1. WHO LEGALLY ADOPTED A SYMBOL TO REPLACE HIS NAME IN 1993?
   PRINCE
2. IN ARKANSAS IT IS ILLEGAL TO SERVE WHAT DRINK AT A PARTY?
   PETROL – GASOLINE
3. GENERAL QUESTION: IN WHICH SPORT WAS DESMOND DOUGLAS BRITAIN’S LEADING COMPETITOR?
   TABLE TENNIS
4. THE SONG “THIS TIME WE’LL GET IT RIGHT” WAS ENGLAND’S ANTHEM TO WHICH WORLD CUP
   A) 1978, B) 1982, C) 1986?
   B) 1982 “SPAIN”
5. WHICH TWO NUMBER ONE HITS FOR ABBA HAVE A ONE WORD TITLE? (PFE)?
   FERNANDO AND WATERLOO
6. Though Dolly the ewe is more famous as the first cloned mammal, the first vertebrate that was cloned
   in 1952 was what type of animal?
   A tadpole
7. WHICH ELEMENT HAS THE CHEMICAL SYMBOL PT?
   PLATINUM
8. Translate from Cockney slang: Billie Jean
   Answer: Clean
9. La Giaconda is better known as what?
   Mona Lisa
10. WHICH FAMOUS EGYPTIAN QUEEN ORDERED THE EXPEDITION TO PUNT & INSISTED ON DRESSING AS
    A KING WHILE WEARING A FALSE BEARD?
    HATSHESPUT
11. Name 2 of the 4 most used superstitions.
    1 touching wood; 2 crossing fingers; 3 not walking under ladders; 4 not breaking mirrors
12. Which star of the film To Hell and Back died in a plane crash in 1971?
    Audie Murphy
13. How many police officers did Bonnie and Clyde shoot? A) 1 B) 3 C) 6 D) 9
    D) 9
14. Which Janet starred in Psycho?
    Leigh.
15. WHO KILLED LEE HARVEY OSWALD?
    JACK RUBY